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Air-jet spinning is one ofthe promising t€ch[ologies for manufacftuing of staple fiber

yams. The resulting yam, called air-jet sprm yam, has a specific fasciated structure which is

manifested by the fiber matedals used and the process parameters maintained during

spiming. This yam is popularly used for production of woven shitting fabrics as well as

knitted interlock, pique, andjersey fabrics. Nevertheless, the stength of air-jet spm yams is

always lower than the strength bfthe traditional ring-spun yams, W1ly is it so? What roles do

the fiber materials and the spinning parameters play to decide this? Is it possible to predict the

strength of air-jet spun yams? The cunent thesis studies different approaches for prediction

of strength of air-jet spun yams.

At the beginni[g ofthis research work, the candidate caxded out nunerical simulation

to investigate the influence of nozzle presswe on the structue and strength of air-jet yams

An attempt was made to explain the experimental findings on the basis of simulation rcsults

In my opinion, this piece of work was an original contribution to knowledge and it was

presented nicely and thoroughly in the thesis.

Therl the candidate made an attempt to predict the strength of air-jet yams with the

help of statistical modelling tecbnique. The experiment was conducted in accordance with a

response surface design and the results were analysed by means of statistical regression

technique. The candidate obtained a very good corelation between the exparirn€ntal and

model results. Though the response surface design is generally used for optimization of

processes and products, the candidate did not try to maximize the strength of the yams. As

this can be interesting, it is suggested that the candidate may like to use the same

experimental data for maximising the strength of the yam and report the same in the thesis.

Afterwards, the candidate attempted to develop a mathematical model for prediction

of air-jet yam shength. The developed model was quite simple and it was presented clearly in

the thesis. However, the model was found to ud€rpledict the strength of all air-jet yams

studied in this work. Why was it so? A tentative reason fdr this behaviour may be stated in

the thesis. Also, it is suggested that in Figure 6.4, the experimental points should be shown by

circles owing to their discrete charaater and the theoretical results could be displayed by
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At the end, the cardidate repoted on a statistical model for predicting the shength of
air-jet yams at different gauge lengths based on Weibull distribution ofyam shength. Though

the cardidate started this chapter with Peirce's model of yam strength, however, this model

was not used to explain the experimental results. Instead ofthis, the candidate chose Weibull

model to prcdict yam strength. Why the candidate did not choose Perice's model? Was it so

that the shength of air-jet yams followed Weibull distdbution morc closely than the Gaussian

distribution (one ofthe assumptions ofPeirce's model)? The candidate may like to cast some

light on this in the thesis. Further, it was found that the thesis reported a low corelation

between the expedmentally obtained CV of tenacity and the tleorctically determined CV of

tenaoity. Was there any specifio reason for this what the candidate could think of?

Also, the candidate can make an attempt to f.rrther improve the language ofthe thesis.

It is better to follow a particular tense, mth€r than a mix of past tense and present perfect

tense. Also, some sentences require modification. For example, the last sentence of the

second paragraph in page number 10 is not completed and it requires to be conected. Further,

the phmse "statistically significant at 95olo confidence level" [eeds to be changed as

"statistically significant at a level ofsignificance of0.05".

Overall, I find the quality of the thesis very good. The research work canied out by

the candidate is well documented and coherently presented in the thesis. The research

problem has been introduced in a very logical way and the objectives are found to be very

well defined. The survey of literatue has been canied out very cdtically and exhaustively

with mentioning the state of the art in-detail and highlighting the gaps in literature. The

overall flow of presentation of the thesis is excellent; especially continuation of one chapter

to the next one has been maintained very car€flrlly. The systematic and in-depth study carried

out by the candidate oo the presenl research topic demonstoates that the candidate is

competent enough to calri out independent rcsedch work. As mentioned in the thesis, this

work led to 14 publications (11 Published and 3 Communicated) in joumals and 6

presentations in confercnces. This further demonstates the research quality and productivity

of the candidate. Based on the above observations, I strongly recommend the thesis for the

award of Ph.D. degree.
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